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want.The Crimean Peninsula, located in the north of the country,

is looking to bid for their own inclusion in the Eurovision Song
Contest. Although they have shown some good performances,
they are unlikely to make it through the selection process, as

they are the only country in the world not to be represented in
the contest. But for many, Crimea’s great music industry is a

strong contender. The country has been described as the
centrepiece of the music scene, providing a melting pot of

cultures and musical styles. The first evidence of a Crimean
Eurovision campaign comes in 2001, when a song by Lesya

Sholokhova, “Просто скучишь”, was selected from the country,
although the Crimean bid was unsuccessful. In 2012, the

Crimean Music Fund (MMF) decided to become an officially
recognised musical association, putting forward some talented
artists to represent the country at Eurovision. It was a brilliant

decision as the MMF is also the only official record label in
Crimea. So far, they have included Aleksandrs Antonenko,

Veronika Nastasheva, Yuri and numerous other artists in their
work, including It’s About Time. After the win of Don’t Write

Home, It’s About Time has been selling over a million albums,
becoming one of the most successful Eurovision artists in the
history of the contest. Through the music association, they

promote contemporary and traditional musicians on their own
record label. Unlike other artists in Ukraine, the most of the

MMF’s artists have been successfully releasing albums on their
own. In 2012, the Association took advantage of the opportunity

and entered Crimea in Eurovision with the song “Просто
скучишь”. Unfortunately, the choice was not successful. In 2013,
the MMF announced that it would be launching its own national

participation in the Eurovision Song Contest. Just like every year,
they have selected a song with the help of the jury. This year’s
song is a joint effort with some outstanding Ukrainian artists.
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